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 Solutions 
We offer a diverse range of products and services designed for a swift and straightforward understanding of your audience. Gain insights with speed and simplicity.
Solutions
ExploreSurveys
 Self-serve surveys  Serviced surveys  Custom research  Our Swiss solutions  Mixed-mode surveys  quantilope x YouGov PlanAudience intelligence
 NEW Consumer Panel Services GfK  FREE Profiles Lite  Profiles  Safe  Our Swiss solutions  Gen Z Check ActivateCampaign activation
 YouGov FreeWall  Audience Data  Our Swiss solutions TrackBrand & campaigns
 FREE BrandIndex Lite  BrandIndex  Custom Trackers  Our Swiss solutions  Swiss Brand Observer  All products 


 Sectors 
Lead the way in your sector by exploring our latest industry insights and solutions, tailored to your industry.
Sectors
 Agencies  Automotive  Charities & non-profit  Financial services  FMCG  Government & academia  Health & pharma  Leisure & entertainment  Media & content  Retail  Sports  Technology  Telco  Travel & tourism  Video gaming & esports  All sector data 


 Resources 
The latest trends, analysis and insights: living data that inspires game-changing strategies, solutions and campaigns.
Resources
 White papers and reports  Latest deep-dives in your sector  Articles  Fresh trends & insights  How-to resources  Learnings from our experts  Client success stories  Case studies 


 Company 
Learn more about YouGov.
Company
 Living Consumer Intelligence  About us  Our panel  Our approach to privacy & security  News and Press Releases  Careers at YouGov  Global affiliate partnerships  Frequently asked questions 


 Contact 
Contact
 Book a demo

 Ready to hear more?

 Schedule a time that works for you  Submit an inquiry

 Prefer email? We'll come back to you within 24 hours.

 Get in touch 


 Sign in 
Sign in
 Business

 I access YouGov products and services as a business.

 Sign in as a client  Members

 I take surveys and earn points as a member of the YouGov panel.

 Sign in as a member 



Language
English
Deutsch
Français
Español
Português
Italiano
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Living Consumer Intelligence
 Explore living data  Run a survey  Discover our solutions On-demand access to an ever-growing source of consumer insights. Always-on audience research to over 26 million panel members in 55 markets.

We call it living data.






ExplorePlanActivateTrackLiving data

 Explore 
Actionable answers from your audience - from syndicated data and in-depth custom research to quick surveys and polls.

 Plan 
Unlock the most complete view of your audience, with over a million profiling points.

 Activate 
Supercharge campaigns with precision targeting and unmissable advertising.


 Track 
Continuously monitor what the world thinks about brands, campaigns and your competition, with daily updates on consumer intelligence.







Client success stories
Why YouGov?
Our pioneering solutions help the world’s most recognised brands, media owners, and agencies to explore, plan, activate and track better marketing activities.
YouGov works continuously to remain the biggest, most representative and most connected proprietary panel in the market.
The Pew Research Center study concluded that YouGov “consistently outperforms competitors on accuracy”, highlighting the credible, robust nature of our connected consumer insights. Meltwater 2023 report concluded that YouGov is the most quoted research company in the world.
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"Being able to tap into YouGov’s suite of products allowed us to evaluate and directly attribute the increase in brand awareness for Coors Banquet... using YouGov BrandIndex for brand health tracking, combined with YouGov Profiles"

Matt Slater, Senior Manager, Marketing Insights at Molson Coors

 Read the case study 









Read our latest thinking
ACQUISITION

 Consumer Panel Services GfK joins YouGov 
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ARTICLE

 Global search volume for ADHD skyrockets since 2019 
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ARTICLE

 Americans lost $10bn a year to fraud last year – but how and why are they getting scammed? 
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ARTICLE

 As HelloFresh’s shares tumble, is the mealkit brand following a recipe for disaster? 
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ARTICLE

 APAC’s cost-of-living crisis: What products are consumers most likely to cut back spending on? 
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ARTICLE

 8 fascinating insights on Taylor Swift’s American fanbase 
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ARTICLE

 Booking insights and disruption concerns ahead of 2024 summer holidays 
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HOW-TO

 How to measure brand health 
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HOW-TO

 Tips for creating thought-leadership surveys 
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Know your sector
	Automotive 
	Agencies 
	Charities & Non-profit 
	Financial Services 
	FMCG 

	Government & Academia 
	Health & Pharma 
	Leisure & Entertainment 
	Media & Content 
	Retail 

	Sport 
	Technology 
	Telco 
	Travel 
	Video Gaming & Esports 
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ABOUT YOUGOV
 At the heart of our company is a global online community, where millions of people and thousands of political, cultural and commercial organisations engage in a continuous conversation about their beliefs, behaviours and brands. 
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COMPANY
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	 Investor relations 
	 Press Office 
	 Archive 

GLOBAL SITES
	 Australia 
	 France 
	 Germany 
	 Italy 
	 Singapore 
	 Spain 
	 United Kingdom 
	 United States 
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